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“Praise for the Series” 

 

“Sheree is that woman every woman wishes she could be. Her no hold bars honesty keeps us aware of  her 
opinions and sometimes faulty defensive decisions. Many women, have been hurt and choose to close their 
hearts from getting damaged again by past lovers and fathers for various reasons. In Shereé’s case, she’d 
rather say what she means and speaks what she feels.  Her story reveals her at her strongest and most 
vulnerable.  Initially portrayed as always demanding control, author Eddie S. Pierce Jr., shows us that 
Shereé can love, wants love, needs her love to be reciprocated. ~CrystalRenee, Chief  Editor and Owner of  
DreamWriterInk! after reading LOVE Changes 3.0                                                                                                  
                                                                                                                                                             
"Pierce's book is a triumph of  honesty. Like Ernest Hemingway, Pierce describes every moment, every 
touch and every emotion so descriptively that you can actually feel it. Without a doubt, this author is this 
generation's Black LGBTQ Ernest Hemingway. And, it's well worth the read."-Lenox Magee, Executive 
Producer/ Co-Host at Urban Broadcast Media in response to LOVE Changes 2.0. 
 

"Love Changes 1.0 is a searing meditation on heartbreak and healing. Pierce's third effort is definitely the 
charm." - New York Times and Amazon Bestselling Author of  the B-Boy Blues series, James Earl Hardy 
 

“Who says it’s never as good as the first time? Eddie S. Pierce’s sophomore effort, Love: From Behind, is sort 
of  a semi-sequel: while his impressive debut, Love: Something Infinite, introduced Black SGL Everyman Seron 
and explored his blooming relationship with Rodney, this time a member of  their extended family, Lee, 
takes center stage. The action jumps between Lee’s years as a UNLV college student and introduction to 
gay social life, and his present-day raging sexual appetite—which is fueled by both the heartbreak of  falling 
hard for his frat brother and first love(r), J, and a secret longing for the recently engaged Seron... Love: From 
Behind is a novella, so it’s more of  an appetizer than an entire meal. But it is still oh so tasty, an unexpected 
though welcome detour in the series. Bring on installment three, Love: After Sex, please!” 
- New York Times and Amazon Bestselling Author of  the B-Boy Blues series, James Earl Hardy 
 
Seron is on a journey to embracing love, realizing that it is not judgmental or conditional, that one's 
capacity to give and receive it is endless… [He] stands in as an (Black SGL) Everyman. Struggling to define 
manhood--and, by extension, himself--in a world that too often refuses to recognize him as a man.” - New 
York Times and Amazon Bestselling Author of  the B-Boy Blues series, James Earl Hardy 
 

"Since the untimely death of  writer E. Lynn   Harris, there has been a void in the gay African-American 
literary community. Chicago-based Eddie S. Pierce's debut novel 'Love: Something Infinite' could change 
all that." - Gregg Shapiro, WisconsinGazette.com  
 

"A poetic flow of  story, dialogue and prose capture literary elegance in author Eddie S. Pierce’s body of  
work, ‘Love: Something Infinite.’" - LaToya Cross, N’Digo 
 

“Web-based Interviews & Reviews” 
 
  
Reignbeux Lux Interviews Author & Publisher Eddie S Pierce Jr. 
 
Author & LGBTr Host Jarrod King Interviews Author & Publisher Eddie S Pierce Jr. LIVE! 
 
Who is Eddie S Pierce Jr. and Why You Need to Read His Work – Soule Magazine 
 
Author Eddie Pierce Talks LOVE CHANGES with the Hosts of  THE SIP 
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